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Computer Centre, Indian Institute of Technology, Hauz Khas, New Delhi-llO029, India 
An algorithm for the correction of multiple errors and detection of additive 
overflow in a redundant residue number system (RRNS) is presented. Algorithms 
for special cases, viz., single burst residue-error and single residue digit-error, 
are also given. A comparative study from the point of view of redundancy and 
modular operations has been carried out with respect to some existing algorithms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The residue number system (RNS) has been popular in computer arithmetic 
because of the elimination of the interpositional carry and the fast arithmetic. 
However, these advantages of modular arithmetic have been nullified by the 
complexity of algorithms for division, sign detection, magnitude valuation, 
overflow detection, etc. The RNS has an important capability of error detection 
and correction. It makes it possible to prevent the effect of erroneous digits 
because of modularity introduced into the arithmetic operations, whereas it is 
not at all possible in conventional positional arithmetic. In this paper we present 
an algorithm dealing with the correction of multiple errors and the detection of 
additive overflow. Further, algorithms for special cases, viz., single burst 
residue-error and single resldue-error, are also derived. The proposed algorithms 
are then compared to those of 1V[andelbaum (1972), Watson (1966), and Yau 
and Liu (1973), respectively. The basis of comparison is the number of modular 
operations involved and the redundancy. 
2. RESIDUE CODE 
Consider an ordered set of k positive integers (ml, m S ,..., m~) such that 
m i >/2  for any 1 ~ i ~ k and are relatively prime to each other. These rni's 
are called moduli, and the corresponding ordered k-tuple (Xl, x 2 ..... x~) of 
least positive residues of a number X with respect o the moduli is called the 
residue representation f X. Such a representation of numbers forms an RNS. 
k 
Since all moduli are relatively prime, each X ~ [0, M), where M = 1-[i=l mi,  
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is uniquely represented in the RNS. An RRNS is defined as a system having 
non-redundant moduli (N-R-moduli) ml,  m S .... , m~ and r (>/1) redundant 
moduli (R-moduli) with the same range M of an RNS. Mandelbaum (1972) 
has shown that at least 2l R-moduli should be adjoined to correct l erroneous 
residues. We also intend to detect an additive overflow, so we add one more 
modulus. Thus an RRNS should have at least (2 /+ 1) R-moduli. Let mR = 
I-I~=1 mk+j be defined as an R-product. The (k + r)-tuple representing the 
integers in [0, M) are legitimate numbers. I f  any two legitimate numbers are 
added, then the sum may lie in the [M, 2M --  1) subrange. So we call it the 
overflow subrange. Since the range [2M-  1, M • mR) is not generated ue to 
transmitting or adding two legitimate numbers unless an error occurs, we call 
it an error subrange. 
3. CORRECTION OF MULTIPLE ERRORS 
For simplicity we rearrange the 
rnl < m2 < "'" < mk and adjoining 
2l-[- 1 satisfying the following conditions. 
N-R-moduli in ascending order, i.e., 
R-moduli mk+l, m~+2 ,..., m~+r for r 
m~+j > m~, Vj = 2, 3,..., 1 + 1, (1) 
~+1 
l<.i~<.k+rMin (mi~ " mi2 . . . . .  mir-~-l) > [ I  m~+j . (2) 
j=2 
Let X be generated because of at most I residue-digits error in a number X 
(legitimate or in the overflow subrange), where 
X ~ (xl, x~ , . . . ,  x7~+1 , . . . ,  X~+r) 
and 
X ~ (x l ,  ~2 ,..., x-~+l ,..., xk+~). 
xi , 1 ~ ij ~< k + l+  1, as N-R-residues, we obtain Using xil , xi2 , .... k~ 
. . . .  , . . . .  by the base extension operation Xi7~+2 , Xik+ a , ' " ,  Xi~+t+ 1 Xk+t+2 , Xk+~+3 ~-.., Xk+ r
(BEO) and define 
[A l~ = [x~-  ~,  
where a~[ik+2,ik+ s ..... i k+z+~,k+l+2, . . . , k+r ]  and i j~[1, h -~l -~-  1], 
j e [k  + 2, k+ l+  1]. 
Under the assumption that at most I residues are in error and that conditions 
(1) and (2) hold, the following assertions are true. 
ASSERTION 1. I f  the number of nonzero I A I,,, is no greater than l, all N-R- 
residues are correct. 
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ASSERTION 2. I f  the number of nonzero ] A I% is greater than l, at least one 
N-R-residue is erroneous. 
ASSERTION 3. I f  all the J A ]% are zero then no residues are in error. 
Proof. Let 
Y ~ (~i~, ~ ,..., x~, x~+), (3) 
I- i  k÷l where 0 ~ Y < M(i ) and M(i ) j= l  mi~" ' 
Adjoining R-residues x-" +~, x-¢'+~ ,..., x-;k+~+~ , x-~+z+ ~ ,..., x-~+ r obtained from 
xq , xi2 .... , xi~ , xi~+~ , using the BEO to (3), yields 
Y ~ (~iz, ~'i2 .... , Xik+l, X;~+2 ,'", ~;k+~+l' X ;+Z+2 ..... '~+r)" (4) 
We know that 
X ~ (x~,  xi~ ,..., x~+~ ,..., xi~+,). (5) 
Then 
where 
and 
Y --  X ~ (eq,  % ..... %+i,  [A  1*%+~ ..... I A ]'%+z+1 ' 
% = ] xi~ - -  xi~ l~is , 1 <~ j ~ k + l, 
(6) 
14 I~, = I ~ - x~ I~, t ~ [ i~+,,  i~+ 3 ,..., ik+~+l, k -¢- l + 2,. . . ,  k -{- r].  
For simplicity we write At for I A [% and ,ff~ for ] 4 t% • 
Proof of Assertion 1. On the contrary, assume that all N-R-residues are not 
correct. Suppose u of the N-R-residues are in error. Then,  at most v = l - -  u, 
R-residues can be in error. Then  for remaining (r " 1 - -  v) R-residues Xc = Xc 
and so Z/c = A c . Hence there are at most v R-residues for which zT~ ~ A~. 
We now show that at least 2l + 1 - -  u of the z~ are nonzero and that then at 
least 2l + 1 - -  u - -  v (= l  + 1) of the A~ are nonzero, thus leading to a con- 
tradiction of the fact that the number  of nonzero A~ is not more than l. Suppose 
that 21 - -  u of the 4~ are nonzero. Then  r 1 - -  21 + u of the AT~ are zero. 
Now u of eij , j = 1 .... , k + 1 are nonzero and according to condit ions (2) 
and (1), Min.  product of (r - -  l - -  1 _L u - -  l) R-modul i  > Max. product of u 
modul i  out of the first k + l + 1 moduli .  Hence Y - -  X is a mult iple of M,  
where M ~ M(i ) . Th is  is a contradiction of the fact that Y-  X < M(i ) . 
Hence at least 2l @ 1 - -  u of the z~ are nonzero. 
Proof of Assertion 2. I f  more than l of the A are nonzero then at least one 
error is in  the N-R-residues. Now assume that no N-R-residue is in error. 
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From the fact that correct N-R-residues uniquely determine the correct R- 
residues, the number of nonzero fl~ cannot be more than I and hence a contradic- 
tion. 
Proof of Assertion 3. This follows from the proofs of assertions 1 and 2. 
Since we are considering the case of at most l erroneous residues, the first 
(k q- l q- 1) residues hould have at least (k q- 1) correct residues. The following 
procedure locates these (k q- 1) residues and makes use of the above assertions. 
In  the worst case we may have to consider all k q- l q- 1G+ 1 (=N,  for example) 
combinations. 
Algorithm 1. 
Step 1. Initially, consider the first (k q- 1) moduli as N-R-moduli. 
Step 2. Compute ( r - -  1) R-residues x- c by the BEO and form A c = 
{ x-~ -- X-c [~c' where m c ranges over (r -- 1) R-moduli. 
Step 3. If all the A c are zero, go to step 6. 
Step 4. I f  the number of nonzero A c is less than I, go to step 5, else check if 
this (k q- 1) set of N-R-moduli  is the Nth combination. I f  so, X is generated 
because of more than l errors and cannot be corrected by this algorithm; other- 
wise, consider another combination of (k -q- 1) moduli as N-R-moduli and go 
to step 2. 
Step 5. Residues corresponding to these (k q-1) moduli are correct. 
Nonzero A c correspond to erroneous residues and computed residues are 
correct ones. 
Step 6. First, use k moduli as N-R-moduli and compute r R-residues by 
the BEO. Form Ak+~, j = 1, 2 ..... r. 
Step 7. I f  all Ak+j, J = 1, 2,..., r are zero then X is legitimate; otherwise 
an additive overflow is detected. Stop. An example based on this algorithm 
has been worked out in the Appendix. 
4. SPECIAL CASES 
A. Burst Residue-Error Correction without Overflow 
We propose an algorithm for correcting ai1 single burst residue-errors of 
length ~<l < k. In this case the RRNS satisfies the following conditions: 
m~+j > ink, gj = 1, 2,..., l -  1, (7) 
Min mR > [I (s) l<~ij<~r n//¢+il "'" ml~+i2z-u d=kT l -u  
where u = 1, 2,..., l + 1, and r >~ 2l. 
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Using xa, x 2 ,..., 2k as N-R-residues compute x-~+ 1 ,..., x-~+ r by the BEO and 
form Ak+ j ---- [ x-~+~ - - x-~+~, l~,+~, J = 1,..., r. The following assertions are true. 
ASSERTION 1. I f  no more than l of  the An+j, j : 1 .... , r are nonzero then all 
N-R-residues are correct. 
ASSERTION 2. I f  more than l o f  the An+j, j = 1 .... , r are nonzero then the 
last r - -  l @ 1 R-residues are correct. 
ASSERTION 3. I f  all A~+j, j = 1,..., r are zero then no residue is in error. 
These can be proved in the same manner as discussed earlier. 
I f  assertion 2 holds then the last r - -  1 + 1 residues are correct. Consider 
ran-z, mk_~+l ,..., m~+~_l 2l moduli  as R-moduli. Using condition (8), the 
remaining moduli  are taken as N-R-modul i .  Assertion 1 holds true, and assertion 
2 can be written as 
ASSERTION 2'. I f  the number of  nonzero Ac ,  C = k - -  l, k - -  I + 1,..., 
k + 1 - -  1 is greater than l, all the last l + 1 R-residues, viz.,  2~_~, xk .... , ~+~-1 
are correct. 
For an RRNS satisfying conditions (7) and (8) and with the assumption that ~ 
there exists no more than a single burst residue-error f length ~ l, we have the 
following algorithm. 
Algor i thm 2. 
Step 1. Initially consider the first k moduli  as N-R-modul i  and compute 
the corresponding Ac,  where mc ranges over R-moduli.  
Step 2. I f  all A c are zero, then no residue is in error. Stop. 
Step 3. I f  no more than l of the A c are nonzero, then go to step 10. 
Step 4. Setu  =r - -21andt  =k+21.  
Step 5. I f  more than lo f the  A c are nonzero, then the last u .4 - I+1 
R-residues are correct. Set t to t - -  (l + 1) and u to u + l + 1. If t ~ 2l, then 
go to step 9. 
Step 6. Consider ml , m 2 .... , mt-2z , mt+l ..... mk+~ as N-R-modul i  and 
mt-2z+l , mt-2~+2 ,..., mt as R-moduli. 
Step 7. Using the BEO, compute 2l R-residues and the corresponding Ac .  
I f  all the A c are zero, or the number of nonzero Ac is greater than I for t ~ 21, 
then an uneorreetable error is detected. Stop. 
Step 8. I f  the number of nonzero A c is less than or equal to l, go to 
step 10, else go to step 5. 
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Step 9. Choose ml ,  m s ,..., m~ as R-moduli  and go to step 7. 
Step 10. All 2 c corresponding to nonzero A c are erroneous residues 
and they can be corrected by replacing these 2 c by the corresponding 2 c . Stop. 
Remarks. (i) The case of additive overflow can be handled similarly. 
(ii) For l = 1, condition (7) does not have any meaning and condition (8) 
should be taken as 
Min  mR mk 
1 ~<3'~<r mk+ ~ 
and 
mR >mk- l 'm~.  
(iii) For  l = k, condition (8) should be taken as 
/c 
Min mR > FI  mj l~i~<.r mk+q " mk+i~ . . . . .  mk+i2~-u j=k+l -u  
for u = 1, 2,..., l. 
The algorithm for these cases is the same as algorithm 2. 
B. Single Residue Digit-Error with Overflow: 
The RRNS satisfies the following conditions 
f l m k + •  >~ Max(mi • mj), 1 ~< i , j  ~ k + r, r >~ 3. (9) 
Assuming no more than one residue digit is in error, all three assertions given 
by Yau and Liu (1973) hold true under condition (9). 
Now, we can establish a single residue error-correction algorithm as follows: 
Algorithm 3. 
Step 1. Consider the first (h + 1) moduli as N-R-modul i  and compute 
(r - -  1) R-residues by the BEO. Form corresponding Ak+~, j ~ 2, 3 ..... r. 
Step 2. If all Ak+3, j = 2, 3 ..... r are zero then all residues are correct. 
Go to Step 10. 
Step 3. I f  one and only one Ac , h -]- 2 ~ C <~ k -t- r is nonzero, go to 
Step 8, else if more than one A c are nonzero then set t = 1. Set m R = mR/mk+l. 
Step 4. Choose a maximum numberp ,  t+ l  ~p ~<k+l  such that 
mR > I-Iy=tm~-~+2. Consider mk_~+~, mk_~+~,..., ink-t+2 as R-moduli  and 
remaining moduli  can be taken as N-R-moduli .  
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Step 5. Using the BEO and N-R-modul i  of Step 4, form Ac,  where m c 
ranges over R-moduli. 
Step 6. If  one and only one A c is nonzero, go to Step 8, else if p < k, 
and more than one A c are nonzero, go to Step 7. I fp  = k + 1 and more than 
one A c are nonzero, multiple errors are detected. Stop. I fp  ~ k and more than 
one A c are nonzero, go to Step 9. 
Step 7. Set t  =p+ 1 and go to Step 4. 
Step 8. Xc is incorrect and can be corrected by Xc • Go to Step 10. 
Step 9. Choose ml and m2 as R-moduli and m~, m 4 ,..., mk+, as N-R-  
moduli. Form A c , C = 1, 2. If, one of these A c is nonzero, go to Step 8, else 
uncorrectable rrors are detected. Stop. 
Step 10. Consider the first k moduli as N-R-moduli  and compute 
x-£+1, x-£+ 2,..., x-£+ r R-residues by the BEO. Form A~+~, j = 1,..., r. 
Step 11. If  all Ak+ i , j  = 1, 2 , . ,  r are zero then number X is legitimate, 
else an additive overflow is detected. Stop. 
5. COMPARISON 
Our approach for correcting multiple residue digits-error in an RRNS has 
some advantages over those given by Mandelbaum (1972) and Watson (1966). 
It  operates on the residue representation of numbers and makes exclusive use 
of modular operations. This contrasts with the procedure given by Mandelbaum 
(1972) which requires a separate positional (e.g., binary) processor for im- 
plementation. Second, redundancy required in the proposed algorithm is less 
than required by his method. 
Watson's method requires table reference. His error-correction table consists 
of approximately 2 Z,=I . , ) .~  ( (m - -  1)J entries for multiple residue-error correction, 
where all moduli have magnitudes of the order m. So his method requires a very 
large memory space and thus becomes impractical for correction. On the 
other hand, the proposed algorithm does not require an error correction table 
and hence requires a much smaller memory space. 
Further, let us compare algorithms for single burst residue-error and single 
residue digit-error with the method of Yau and Liu (1973). For r = 2l, the 
number of modular operations and the redundancy required in the proposed 
'algorithm and those required in their method for burst error are the same. 
But if r increases, the redundancy ill our approach is much less than theirs 
whereas the number of modular operations increases. For single residue digit- 
error, the number of BEOs required is less as compared with the said algorithm. 
Redundancy in both the cases remains the same. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a new approach for correcting multiple errors along with 
detection of an additive overflow in RRNS. Further, algorithms for special 
cases, viz., single burst residue-error and single residue-error, are also presented. 
These are compared to those of Yau and Liu (1973) from the point of view of 
number of modular operations and the redundancy. 
APPENDIX 
Consider N-R-moduli 3, 11, 17. Assume that there are two errors. Choose 
R-moduli satisfying conditions (1) and (2), as 
2, 19, 23, 7, 13, 29, 31 
M = 56I 
mR = 71501066 
Hence k = 3 and l = 2. Let X ~ (1, 6, 9, 0, 18, 2, 3, 3, 7, 1). Given X" ~- 
(2, 6, 9, 0, 18, 2, 5, 3, 7, 1) which is generated ue to two errors. Consider 
(k + 1) residues and compute r -- 1 R-residues by the BEO. 
Consider 3, 11, 17, 2 as N-R-moduli, and by the BEO, we get [ -~/19 = 6, 
!X I~= 14, [X I7=2,  IX'II~= 10, IX[29= 1, IX[31=5.  
Then 
1A[19= 7 4=0, 
[AI2~= 12@0,  
IA]7 = 450,  
iAh~= 750,  
1A[29=23~0,  
] A [zl ~---- 4~=0. 
Since more than 3 of '~ 121 i~c , where ra c = 19, 23, 7, 13, 29, 31 are nonzero, 
at least one error is in thegN-R-residues. Choose another combination of (k + 1) 
moduli, say 11, 17, 2, 19. Using the BEO we get 
1XI7 -=3,  [X [13=3,  [X129=7,  IX [31=1,  [Xh=l .  [X!23 =2,  
Then 
[/117 =550,  
]A ]13 =0,  
',A !29 =0,  
[A J31 = 0, 
IA[ 3 =2=/=0.  
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Since l of ] A l~c, where m c ~ 23, 7, 13, 29, 31, 3 are nonzero, N-R-residues 
are correct. Nonzero A c correspond to erroneous residues. Residues corre- 
sponding to moduli  3 and 7 are incorrect; correct residues are 1 and 3, respec- 
tively. Hence the correct number is X ~:~ (1, 6, 9, 0, 18, 2, 3, 3, 7, 1). 
Finally using the first k moduli, compute R-residues by the BEO. 
Then 
[X[2----O, [XJ19 = 18, [XI2~ =2,  ]X]7=3, 
tX [13=3,  ]X l29=7,  [X ]81=1.  
IA[~ =0,  JA h~ =0,  
l A I19 = 0, I A h9 = 0, 
I A [~3 = 0, [A [31 = 0. 
Im]7 =0,  
All  A c equal zero, so X is a legitimate number. 
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